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• ★  “Cannabis Can Alter DNA: Study”
“The use of cannabis can lead to changes in DNA that can cause genetic mutations and subsequent 
serious diseases, according to a new study.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/cannabis-can-alter-dna-study-5535196 
REPORT: www.nature.com/articles/s41380-023-02310-w 

• “Activate Your Cellular ‘Virus Shield’ Through Hydrotherapy–Heat Treatment”
“Over 100 years ago, an Austrian psychiatrist cured patients of neurosyphilis by infecting them with 
malaria. The malaria caused a fever that triggered the patients’ immune responses against their 
neurosyphilis. Patients don’t necessarily need to suffer fever, though, to stimulate their immune 
response. The elevation of their body temperature alone can achieve this effect...Dr. Seheult worked as 
a critical care physician in an intensive care setting during the pandemic. He oversaw the use of 
hydrotherapy to stimulate patients’ interferon response against Coronavirus infection. Interferon is 
“effective against multiple variants, in fact, all the variants of COVID-19 … It's a very broad tool that 
our body has … to battle foreign invaders, especially viruses,” says Dr. Seheult.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/activate-your-cellular-virus-shield-through-hydrotherapy-heat-
treatment-dr-roger-seheult-discusses-interferons-5550582 
REPORT:  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3132509/  [Hyperthermia effect]

• “Australian Researchers Discover 'World First' Malaria Breakthrough”
“Scientists at Melbourne's biotechnology company AdAlta and LaTrobe University have achieved a 
"groundbreaking" milestone for malaria. They discovered a molecule, known as i-body, which mimics 
the properties of an antibody. This i-body can block malaria parasites from invading red blood cells and  
liver cells. For the first time, this i-body demonstrated the ability to bind multiple strains of malaria, 
stopping invasion with high potency.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/australian-researchers-discover-world-first-malaria-breakthrough-
5549916 
UNI REPORT: www.latrobe.edu.au/news/articles/2023/release/world-first-breakthrough-in-malaria-
treatment 

• “What Causes Fainting: Scientists May Have Found an Answer”
“A novel investigation reveals relationships between your heart and brain and the fainting response.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/what-causes-fainting-scientists-may-have-found-an-answer-5536214 
REPORT: www.nature.com/articles/s41586-023-06680-7 
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